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Syntel APTITUDE Test 
1. One pipe fills in 4 hrs and another in 5hrs when they both work alternately 

how much time will be taken to fill  the tank.  

2. LCM of 3 nos is 120 which of the following no must not be their 

HCF   a.  8 ,   b.24   c.12   d.24 and 30  

3. Two trains from the points A and B moving in opposite direction , at the 

point they meet the second train travels 120 kms more than the first. The speeds 

are 50kmph and 60kmph respectively find the distance between A and  B?  

4. One monkey climbs  a poll at the rate of 6mts/min and fell down 3mts in 

the alternately. Length of the poll is 60 mts , how much time it will take to reach 

the top? 

  a. 31     b.33      c.37       d.40  (ans: 37)    

5. A number when multiplied by 7/18 instead of 7/8 and got the result 770 

less than      the actual result , find the   

original number?  

6. The volume and the radius of both cone and sphere are equal , then find 

the ratio of height of the cone to the  diameter of the sphere?  

7. A and B started a business with 1500 and 2500 and got a profit 800 rs. 

Half of the profit is shared equally the remaining is shared according to their 

investment. Find their profits.  

8.   The difference between the simple interest and compound interest for 2 

years? 

      A:B =2:3 and B:C=5:6 then find A:B:C                    

9. An amount of 64 Rs has to become 125 in 3 years in compound interest , 

find the rate of interest?  

10. A similar to the above problem find the time(rate of interest is given)  

11. The prime no., which is greater than 6 when divide by 6 will always gives 

the remainder  ans: 1 or 5  
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12. Length of a rectangle is increased by 50% and breadth is decreased by 

25% what is the difference in the area  

13. Mr X position  in a class is 13th from first and 17th from last, and 8th 

from the first and 13th from last in passed  candidates list, then how many 

candidates failed  in the exam  

14. Two successive discounts of 20% and 15% is equal to a net discount 

of  …..  

15. A two digit number is 4 times to its sum of digits , when 9 is added to the 

number, the digits will get reversed.       

Then what is that number?  Ans: 12       

16. The length of the following rectangle is ‘4a’ and its breadth is ‘2a’. Radius 

of the two circles is ‘a’. Then find the ratio of total area of the rectangle to the 

area not covered by the two circles with in the rectangle   

17. A person starts with the speed of  u/1 kmph and returns with the speed of 

u/2 kmph, what is his average speed.    

18. A cistern will be filled in 9 hrs, but becoz of  an outlet it is filled in 10 hrs, 

if the cistern is filled, then how much  

time the outlet takes to empty the cistern.   

19. In a right angled triangle ABC  angle B = 90 , BM is the median to AC , 

then AB2 + BC2 (in terms of BM)   

20. Three circles with same radius r are drawn with centres as three vertices of 

a triangle. What is the sum of areas of the intersections of these circles with the 

triangle.  

21. X men work for X days to produce X products, then Y men can produce Y 

products in ---- days.  

22. The compound interest for first and second years is 200 and 220 on a 

certain amount. Find the sum.  

23. Marked price of a commodity is 35% above the cost price. If he gives a 

discount of 15%, how much he gains on the deal.        
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24. 5 mangoes + 4 oranges = 7 mangoes + 1 orange. Find the ratio of mango 

to orange.  

25.   A man starts a work, after some time some one joins him…………..like 

this  

26.  Food is sufficient for 100men for 60days. For how many days the food is 

sufficient for 500men?  

27. If  8men 8hrs per day works for 8days get 45/- then how many men 

required if the work is 5hrs per day  

for10days they get 60/-?  

28. A person sold an item at a profit of 12% .If he sold it at a loss of 12% then 

he would get Rs.6/- less. What is the 

cost price?  

29.  (1 ½ /((3/4-2/5 )/(2/3+4/5))) * ((2 ¾/((4/3-2/5 )/(5/3+6/5))) (Numbers 

different)  

30. Avg age of X number of adults in a class is 30yrs. If 12 new adults with 

avg age of 32 joined with them then the  

avg age increases by one. Find X?  

31. A sphere of radius 2cms is dropped into a cylinder of radius 4 cms 

containing water upto certain level. The raise 

in  the water level is (not sure)       

32. Find the average of reciprocals of x and y  :  

33. In a school there are 1000 students in the year 1999. The number 

of   students increased by 20% in the year 2000. And it is increased by 15% in the 

year 2001. But  it is decreased by 18% in 2002. Then what is the strength  in 

2002.(numbers may differ)    

REASONING    

1. Odd man out 

a)      stem   b) fruits   c) flowers   d) tree   e) root  

2. 9, --, 15, 18, 21, 24   
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3. seating arrangement(2 puzzles)   

4. books arrangement (puzzle)   

5. If 3rd day of a month is Monday. Then what is the 5th day  after 21st of 

that month?   

6. blood relation 

 
Syntel Placement Papers 2006 

 
SYNTEL-Placement Paper-25 April 2006-Noida 
  
  
 The pattern consist of 3 sections: 
  
 1. Aptitude(general) test 
 2. HR Interview 
 3. Technical Interview 
  
 Written test: 
  
 The first thing in written was to manage the time,b’coz there was a bulk of 
questions(some ques repeat) in written three different parts were there and each having 
cutoff range. 
  
 The first paper was of English: 
 In English there were 20 ques and you need to complete it in 15 mins. 
 Those were like paragraphs and synonyms & antonioms. 
 The cut-off range(I don’t remember properly) was 12. 
  
 The second paper was of Maths:- 
  
 In maths paper there were 45 ques and needed to complete in 30 mins 
 The ques were simple logical. 
 The cut-off range was I think 30. 
  
 The third paper was of Aptitude:- 
  
 The ques were mostly from R.S.Agrawal.Those were simple.and quite analytical 
 Some ques are repeated. 
  
 I think there were 35 ques and needed to complete in 20 mins. 
 The cut-off range was I think 20.The paper was not that tough . 
 Now the toughest time came i.e to wait for interview. 
 That camp-us was a record campus around 6800 students were appeared for that test.the 
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written was held in 3 shifts. 
  
 Interview time:- 
 As I told you there were 2 interviews hr & technical. 
 First my technical was taken,and I think I waited for 12 hours for that I’view. 
 My technical was taken by a mam,who passed out from jss,noida(now at some high 
place in Syntel). 
  
 She asked me for :- 
 1.was to identify Armstrong no. 
 2.semaphores. 
 3.data structure, 
 4.acid properties. 
  
 Rest I don’t remember but mostly It was from dbms & daa,/ds. 
  
 Then it continued with hr/personal I’view. 
  
 (state your hobbies about which you know everything) 
  
 1.i’s asked for who scored 6 sixes in an over & who was the bowler 
  
 Ans:ravi shastri in first class cricket and the bowler was k.krishan something,I’s able to 
give the ans of 1st part only. 
  
 2.diameter of football. 
  
 3.why Syntel? 
  
 4.% graph of degree. 
  
 5.how much you rate yourself in scale of 10. 
  
 6.why we should take you. 
  
 7.who is the best footballer do you think and why, 
  
 8.do you have any girlfriend. 
  
 9.if you were given the chance to go abroad and not to your wife then? 
  
 10.your expectations from our side… 
  
  
  
 This interview of mine was taken by company’s V.P. and I was preety confident after 
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this,I went in the interview room by thinking that I have nothing to loose,only I can get 
something. 
  
 And finally…….. I got selected. 
  
 

  

The pattern consist of 3 sections: 
 
1. Aptitude(general) test 
2. HR Interview 
3. Technical Interview 
 
Written test: 
 
The first thing in written was to manage the time,b’coz there was a bulk of 
questions(some ques repeat) in written three different parts were there and each having 
cutoff range. 
 
The first paper was of English: 
In English there were 20 ques and you need to complete it in 15 mins. 
Those were like paragraphs and synonyms & antonioms. 
The cut-off range(I don’t remember properly) was 12. 
 
The second paper was of Maths:- 
 
In maths paper there were 45 ques and needed to complete in 30 mins 
The ques were simple logical. 
The cut-off range was I think 30. 
 
The third paper was of Aptitude:- 
 
The ques were mostly from R.S.Agrawal.Those were simple.and quite analytical 
Some ques are repeated. 
 
I think there were 35 ques and needed to complete in 20 mins. 
The cut-off range was I think 20.The paper was not that tough . 
Now the toughest time came i.e to wait for interview. 
That camp-us was a record campus around 6800 students were appeared for that test.the 
written was held in 3 shifts. 
 
Interview time:- 
As I told you there were 2 interviews hr & technical. 
First my technical was taken,and I think I waited for 12 hours for that I’view. 
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My technical was taken by a mam,who passed out from jss,noida(now at some high place 
in Syntel). 
 
She asked me for :- 
1.was to identify Armstrong no. 
2.semaphores. 
3.data structure, 
4.acid properties. 
 
Rest I don’t remember but mostly It was from dbms & daa,/ds. 
 
Then it continued with hr/personal I’view. 
 
(state your hobbies about which you know everything) 
 
1.i’s asked for who scored 6 sixes in an over & who was the bowler 
 
Ans:ravi shastri in first class cricket and the bowler was k.krishan something,I’s able to 
give the ans of 1st part only. 
 
2.diameter of football. 
 
3.why Syntel? 
 
4.% graph of degree. 
 
5.how much you rate yourself in scale of 10. 
 
6.why we should take you. 
 
7.who is the best footballer do you think and why, 
 
8.do you have any girlfriend. 
 
9.if you were given the chance to go abroad and not to your wife then? 
 
10.your expectations from our side… 
 
 
 
This interview of mine was taken by company’s V.P. and I was preety confident after 
this,I went in the interview room by thinking that I have nothing to loose,only I can get 
something. 
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SYNTEL-Placement Paper-jan 2006 
 
 
 
These questions were asked in Syntel ( interview )1. In how many ways can 12 different 
books be divided equally amonga) 4 sets or groups b) 4 persons Ans : a) 15400 b) 
3696002. If 7 parallel lines are intersected by another 7 parallel lines, find the no. of 
parallelograms thus formed. Ans : 441  

 
SYNTEL-Placement Papers 2007 

 
SYNTEL PAPER ON 28th APRIL AT BANGALORE 
  
Hi every body in Asma, I recently got placed in syntel. 
The recruitment was held for 2008 batch on 28 th n 29th of April 07 in hkbkce in 
Bangalore n 22 colleges were invited n knsit was one among them. 
There were 2 rounds:- 
1) Written test 
The test consisted of 2 sections n was for 1 hour 
  
i) Logical reasoning (25 questions cut off 13): 
Questions were like find the odd word,puzzles,blood relations,series of symbols, logical 
deductions like syllogism. 
  
ii)English section(15 questions cut off 8):- 
small passage will be given n we need to select a sentence to represent d meaning of the 
passage. Fill in  the blanks  with appropriate words. find the grammatical error in the 
sentence.      
  
Out of 2,500 students 96 cleared the written test. 
   
2)tech n hr interview :-    
it was held the next day i.e. 29 april. 
there were 2 people interviewing each candidate 
   
the questions were quite simple    
1)tell me abt urself 
2)which is ur fav subject 
3)diff between c n c++ 
4)what is data structures 
5)what do u know in dbms 
6)what is sql 
7)what r pointers 
8)diff b/w main mem n auxiliary mem 
9)what search engines do u use 
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10)are u aware of any new innovations in software field 
11)do u have any questions for us 
   
out of 96 students 30 were placed. 
The main thing is to be positive n confident. 
They are looking for people who know c and have good communication skill. 
ALL THE BEST! 
 

SYNTEL PAPER ON 7th APRIL AT BHILAI 

Hello Friends. 
Syntel come to Chhattisgarh .It was open for all the colleges .The campus was conducted 
by R.C.E.T Bhilai. 

Eligibility Criteria 
55% in 10th and 12th 
55% in till now in semesters.  

Written test 
The placement paper consists of 2 sections :- 
1.Reasoning 25 questions (cuttoff-13) 
2. Verbal 15 questions  (cutt off-8) 
Cutt of already mentioned in the question papers. Paper is continous .Common answer 
sheet 5 options.  

1.Reasoning   
The first 5 questions were to pick up the odd one out 
3 of then was easy.like a)Wheat b)Barley c)Gram d)rie e) pulses Ans (d)  
a)pouch b)stall   c)...sth like that I mark b) stall as answer. 
If u want to go through Barrons u can but  they change questions. 
 
The next set of quetions were based on the  string like L4$E5@RA6%TH!7 sth like that 
not exact questions like  
1.no of digits followed by symbols 
2.one was which is the 7 position right to the left of the string sth like that. 
3.which is the last if we select from first then last ,second then second last  

this type of questions were easy do practice it One question which repeated was of T-shirt 
of Sourav ,Sachin Sehwag,Rahul 3 conditions were given pretty easy u can do it. 
5 questions were of syllolism like all cats are dog all dogs are cow 
u have select the best possible sequence.a)BDE b)CDE c)ACE practice this type of 
questions.  
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2.Verbal 
This section is easy if u r thorough with ur  grammar fill in the words in the passage 
Duration : 1Hr  

Don't stuck to one sections do both the sections precisely otheriwse u will run out of time. 

 After the test they shown us the ppt .It was nice.  

test started at 11:15  result of wirtten declared at 3.30pm 2000(approx) appeared for the 
test out of which  100(approx) clear the test.2 batches were there for the written round. 

Then we assemble at the audi they gave us Biodata form we have to fill it and attach with 
our cv,grade sheet photocopy, and submit it.Do keep atleast 3 copies of your 
marksheets(attested), cv otherwise they will make u run at the time of Interview. Also 
verification of marksheet is done.  

Interview Our Interview round started at around 7.00pm 
The interview round consisted of 2 phases the TI and the HR .All the students who 
passed there written will have to give both TI as well as HR. Girls are given 
preference .Since I was in the 1st batch I had both on the same day.35 students were 
halted for the Inter rest for the next day.  

Technical 
My interview started at around 9.50pm . I entered the room. The panel consist of 1 
person .  

Sir- Breif yourself. 
me- blabla  

Sir-Tell me about ppt. 
Me- explained everything nicely (as I mentioned abt my ppt in my intro) 

Sir-Do u know coding. 
Me- Yes Sir   

then he gave me 2 question of (SQL) like we r having 2 table and he asked me to join 
both of then I explained  
another was pretty difficult but I manage to explain him abt the method to access.  

Sir: ok u may leave 
ME- Thank u Sir & left.  

Other panel asked simple questions like fibonacci,factorial,prime no if u dont know be 
confident  
They r mainly looking for C people so they r checking with simple prg for other branch.  
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HR round 
This time panel was maam she was cool she just asked me abt myself  
asked me to explain my storng pts with real life examples which I nicely did They r 
mainly looking for peope having good coom skills 
My both the Interview held for about 10-20 mts each.  

The result was declared next day around 8 pm.I was not sure of my selection but I got 
selected Out of 100 students who cleared written 67 were selected finally and I was one 
of them. They brought big cake which was shared by all students.  

Hope this exp will help u and we will meet in Syntel. I wish all of u Best of Luck bcoz 
Luck Matters.!  

 
 

SYNTEL PAPER ON 3Ist MARCH AT NOIDA 

hello everyone. 
i am abhijeet verma. i got selected in syntel inc. through campus placement procedure 
conducted by company in N.I.E.T. total of 8 college were invited and k.i.e.t. was one of 
our college present there. 

eligibilty criteria: 
55% till last sem. 
55% in 10th and 12th. 

Written Test: 
two sections. (no mathematics) 
1: logical section (25 question) cut off 13 
2: English section (15 question) cut off 8 

cut off was already written on the answer sheet. 
logical sections had question like a series of symbols,alphabets and numbers where u 
have to answer in-accordance. then question on odd man out. other quetions were like in 
a place yes is said no and no is said may be,........ then few questions where asked on it. 
English section was quite easy. u just have to use us daily life vocab. and simple grammar. 
question where on simple comprehension passage and fill in the blanks. 

from 1200(apprx) students 159 cleared the written test. 
Then all the qualified people were asked to assemble in the hall. A form was distributed 
among us, and we need to fill it. the form required our us to fill our information - 
personal and educational. the announcement was made that the interview will be 
conducted next day. 
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Interview: 
we were called at 9:30 sharp and there were four pannels some had two people and some 
had only one. students were alloted pannel rondomly. my turn for interview came at 
around 3:15 p.m. and lasted for 45 min. 

i entered the room, only one lady was sitting there i wish her and stood next to the chair. 
she asked me to sit. then she asked me to tell about myself . then she asked bout my 
family background. the she asked bout my marks. then she asked me bout my strengths. 
she was quite impressed wid my answers. 
then she asked me a question that tell the transmission of signal from one mobile to 
another and also tell the different form of signal wave used in it. then she asked me to tell 
her my subject on wiz i had command. i told her data structure and microprocessor. she 
asked me output of few programs and many other question from c, c++ and data structure 
and in the last she wanted me to ask any questions from her. 
i asked her couple of sensible question. 

the only thing they were looking in a person was comm. skill. and how the person reacts 
on different questions and atlast i got selected. 
out of 159 - 55 students were selected. 

 
 

SYNTEL PAPER ON 24th MARCH AT NAGPUR 

Hi friends. My name is vaibhav narkhede.. I m completing my engg from kdk 
college…in a faculty of comp tech. syntel company visited Nagpur for campus 
recruitment at 24th march 2007. 

WRITTEN TEST 
I will be explaining the paper details now.......first of all, the pattern was like this 
 
There r two section Reasoning & Verbal total 40 marks 
Reasoning --25      verbal--- 15 
CUTOFF --13               --- 8 

Note: The paper was little bit tougher than the other comp….if the competition will more 
they’ll extend the cutoff in the last……BUT MOST IMP THING IS THAT IF U HAVE 
GOOD PERCENTAGE IN 10TH ,12TH AND IN ENGG (CGPA) U WILL GET THE 
BETTER ADVANTAGE THAN OTHER. Because most of my friend also cleared the 
apti test but they were not short listed due to the less %age in 10th ,12th & in engg…But 
I was the university 2nd topper and I have good %age in 10th and 12th and in engg 
(80,79,70) I was being short listed for interview… 

There are mainly two interviews first is TI and another is HR. 
The TI is little bit tougher than HR….if u have cleared Ur TI by full confidence….ur 
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chances for selections will Inc...Friendssssss be cool & confident at the time of 
interview….and before going to the interview don’t forget to take Xerox of each and 
every mark sheet and two passport photo….otherwise they give u tension at the main 
time of interview… 

Technical interview: 
Please may I get in sir…. 
sir: yes please…… 
sir: good afternoon vaibhav… 
me : good afternoon sir 
Sir: tell me about Ur self….. 
me: I have told each and every thing about me .(when I told I m a university topper he 
impressed) 
Sir: suppose u r on mars and u want to send Ur letter to Ur College…so what will be the 
postal add…. 
me: kdk college of 
engg….nandanwan…nagpur ….maharashtra….India….asia…..earth.(galaxy) 
sir: impressed (hmm) 
Sir: do u know any thing about data structure…. 
me : yes sir 
tell the definition of data stu…. 
me: told(perfectly) 
Sir: can u write a program for link list. 
Me: ya why not… 
me:wrriten the program for link list(creation)… 
sir: wonderful…… 
Sir: why do we require the data struc…? 
Me: told him (by giving the example of link list… (Extension of program can be possible 
at run time….) 
Sir: good….. 
Sir: can u write a program for Fibonacci series... 
Me: why not sir….. 
Me: written the program successfully …. 
Sir: impressed... Do u know the perfect definition of OOP (object oriented programming) 
Me: sorry sir ….I don’t know… 
Sir: it’s ok…. 
Sir: can u tell me the feature…. 
Me: told every one…. 
Sir: why do we require the header file…. 
Me: coz…it contain the prototype of function whichever used in prog...like cout & cin... 
Sir. Good… 
Sir: can u create Ur own header file... 
me: yes sir….(told him) 
Sir: ok. ..Nice to meet u vaibhav (smile)…u can go now...  
Thank u sir…… 
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And finally he gave me the logical question I m unable to answer it. But sir is impressed 
with me... 

Some of my friends ask question about normalization ,genralisation, function pointer, 
prime no program, factoral using recursion. big o nataion, complexity of prog , …… 

HUMAN RESOURCES : 
1:tell me about Ur self 
2.Why do u join syntel 
3.Have u study the r.s aggrwal. 
4what topics have u read it 
5.How do u cleared our apti test.. 
6.What types of que are there. 
7.Do u know the name of person who has taken Ur Ti. 
8.Are u fast reader. 
9.How many interview u have faced.. 
10.Why they reject u… 
11.Do u prepare for now.. 
12. What steps will u take for improving Ur comm.. Skill. 
13.If I’ll give u the 2 years bond will u sign it.. 
 
So in this way I have completed my interview…my final result is not declared…but I m 
confident I will be selected …..Don’t worry friends…..it’s 
my 12th company…..but still I’ve confidence for my selection… 
 
try to face each and every company apti…"Bcoz practice makes man perfect… don’t 
upset … it is the biggest exam of patience in student life…and the one who the pass this 
exam , is a perfect .don’t think about them who got placed in company in the first 
attempt…it was there luck…u will have to improve ur luck….  

Wishing U all best of luck………. May all of us have  a great career ahead! 
 
  

 

SYNTEL PAPER ON 16th MARCH AT JAIPUR 

Hello friends im Devan got placed recently , syntel visited here on 16th n 17th march for 
central recruitment for 2008 batch , the apti was on 16th while interviews were scheduled 
on 17th , the next day !! 

there were follwing phases(this is the latest pattern , as mentioned by others too ,  in 
previous papers)  
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1> reasoning ( 25 questions , cut of was mentioned on the answer sheet , 13 ) 
2> verbal ( 15 questions , cut off was 8 ) 
3> technical + hr interview  

total time - 1 hour 
1> the reasoning 
it consisted of 25 questions , pretty easy ones mixed with moderately tuff questions , so 
i'd rate this section as moderate... i can mention some of the questions that i remember , 
like choose the odd word out ...then there was one question like...if sachin is wearing 
sourav's t shirt...sehwag is wearing yuvraj's...sourav comes to bat ahead of 
rahul..etc..whose t shirt would sourav be wearing..was easy one..  

then there was one blood relationship question ... another one was a series like 
AB*!1D+E*2%G3I*K(this is not the exact question) 
5 questions were based on this series like - if order of series is reversed , find the 11th 
element to the left of 7th element from right , find 7th ele from left of 11th from right... 
if later half of series is reversed  , what would be the 7th ele. from right of 11th.. 
how many symbols are immediately followed by odd no. etc. (simple questions)  

2>verbal 
this was a good section..a passage with 5 questions.. 
5 questions on - some sentences were given and find the error in one of the word/words 
underlined like 
one day / mary and jane / has gone to the / village to fetch / some water     

   a               b                         c                          d                     e 
( just an example , not actual question , sentences were tuffer than this one)    etc  

3 > tech + hr interview  
be confident thru out while ure speaking in front of them...even if ure not technically 
strong... the interviewers - gentleman n a lady , luked quite young , not more than 28/29 i 
guess... 
the gentleman asked tech questions and the lady asked hr 
the man aksed me where i belonged to and questions followed like 
>what r pointers 
>different data structures in c 
>then he asked me my subjects in 6th sem , computer networks was one of them so he 
asked me - use of data link layer 
> osi model layers  

in the beginning i told them i wasnt gud with tech(prog part) and was more interested in 
gaming , multimedia n web aspects..so >they asked what if we put u on coding 
department in the company....i said i will learn...work hard for it..wll do it..  

be confident while answering 
others were asked to write programs as i heard - pallindrome , armstrong number ... 
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>overloading n overriding 
>sorting n searching algos(for sure)  

he was done...and then lady asked me hr questions like 
> my aim in life 
> my strengths , i said self confidence , leadership qualities ... hence she asked what 
would a good leader be like ??..and a couple of questions on team n members(confusing 
ones , just answer what u think , dnt pretend ure answering a mugged up answer , they'd 
catch u easily) 
>can i work in chennai ... i said i am ready to work from kashmir to kanyakumari....they 
smiled..  

the interview lasted for 20 mins approx 
total students appeared - between 2500 - 3000 
selected for interview - around 140 
placed - 54  

they said call letters will be alloted within 2 weeks...  

 
 
SYNTEL PAPER ON 16th MARCH AT MADURAI  
  
Hi all, 
I attended Syntel Off-Campus Recruitment at Madurai, Tamilnadu on Mar16th  & 17th, 
2007 and got the results on Mar21st evening. 
   
The Pattern is as follows: 
On Mar 16th, I attended 1st round. First they invite all of the people and showed 
presentation about SYNTEL. Next you will be taken to the respective exam halls. 
   
Aptitude Round: 

Logical Reasoning – 25 marks 
Verbal Reasoning – 15 mark  

The test will be conducted for one hour and 15 mins. We completed the test by 11.15am 
and the results were announced by 2pm. I got selected. The selected people were given a 
“Bio-Data” form to fill, it includes your name, %, institution, university, name and work 
of brothers and sisters, ur addr, phone no, ur training and project and finally ur s/w skills. 
   
Be careful while filling this form because during HR only from that form ques will be put 
to u. They will ask not your resume or photo! Only this form is going to be your evidence. 
   
I attended the HR+TECH interview on 17th by 9am.The interview was cool, HR first 
asked me to sit back and relaxed. The questions are 
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1. Tell me about yourself,  
2. What have you done in your training?  
3. Can you explain me your project?  
4. Why you are interested in Networking?  
5. Have you learnt Java of your own interest or academically? (As I have mentioned 

Java in the s/w skills along with c and c++)  
6. The he asked 2 questions from Java.  
7. How would you prove your leadership skill?  
8. Finally, any questions for us 

Be cool folks…they check your communication skills, ability, confidence level and your 
skills up to 65% at least. They try to make you answer. 
For most of my friends, during HR only two questions were asked. Tell me about 
yourself and explain project. 
   
They announced the results only on the 4th day, Mar 21st evening by 5pm. Thank God, I 
got selected. They analyze our performance for 2 days and the results are being 
announced only after 2 days… For us as Sunday and Monday were holidays, they 
announced it by Wednesday. I extend my thanks to those who posted their experience 
and ques. Be confident and +ve… ALL THE BEST!!! 
 
 

SYNTEL PAPER ON 30th JANUARY AT ANDHRA PRADESH 

   

Hi friend,  

             I am Rajesh Rudraraju... stdying final yr , electrical dept. in Avanthi engg college, 
vizag a.p..  

They are looking 4 JAVA programers ..............  so b care ful computer friendzzzz in the 
technical round  

   

WRITTEN TEST  

I will be explaining  the paper details now.......first of all , the pattern was like this  

There r  two section  Reasoning & Verbal  total 40 marks  

Reasoning --25      verbal--- 15  

CUTOFF   --13                 --- 8  
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Coming to  

 
Logical Reasoning   

(1-5 ) Tat is on  Blood Relationship  ...... here v hav 5 question for it 
(sum clues they giv)           i) T has two children M and N both are of opposite sex.. N is 
the parent of P... P has H has  brother  

                                         ii) X is spouse of L..........M is cousin of X...............  

                                         iii) not all the names r correct but,,,,, its similar patternn  

questions r  

1)  How is M related to H???  

2)  Among them who r of same sex???  

3)  etc etc...............??  

4).............  

5)...............  

(6-10) They ll b giving u four statements n u hav to observe,,,,,,,,,,  

which statement is main point of view for the conversation  

which is supporting the main point of view  

which is against the point of view....and  

one more..........  and then u hav to opt the answers acc to the conditions given  

there ll b instructions guys.....  dnt worry friendzz  ............... i was just giving u brief idea  
 
(11-15)  

Teena ,Reema ,Seema, ....etc..... are the six girls ,went 2 movie,  they are wearing 
en 

(sum clues they giv)  
at..........  

different colors T shirts &  now their heights has  found ,from the information giv
below.....  

i) reema is inthe 4th se
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ii) no two gals hav the same weights........  

iii) gal who were red ll b in the...................... etc etc.......  

and Questions related to tat................  

   

(16-20)  

easy Question like        

1) figure out the  number missing in the figure....................  

LIKE THAT  

   

(21-25)  

M="+" ; N="-" ; P="*"; Q="/" ;  

now he ll give sum  equations u hav to solvee  

1) 9N2(12P[4Q2])  

other four similar to the abovv  

THIS IS ALL ABOUT THE LOGICAL REASONING  

           

               

VERBAL  

they are 15 Questions friendzzz plzzz  refer GRE Barrons TEST Papers like Synonyms, 
Analogys , Select sentence for a given option for similer  
phrase etc .................. if u r able to solve n  b confident on  atleast 7or 8,,.. u cud b in safe 
side........... 8 is the cut off....... so just go through the exercises which r there in the 
barrons gre buk in back pages friendzzzzzzzzz......  

Actually,,,,, we had the Exam at 4 : 30 to 5:30.. They told they will intimate the results 
with in 2 to 3 hrs..... so v all back to  home as it ll b late ....... tomoro is hr 
round.......................  
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any how ......... I kno that i had done well in both the sections ( i had  done 22 of 25 in 
reasoning ,,,, and 8  confident in aptitude.. remaining  
atleast sum ll bring to marks i excepted) Thats it!!! M a gr8 confidence aftr this test as i 
was sure i had done well!!!!!!!!!!!  

lets hope tat.............  ("CUT OFF DOESNT INCREASE FOR TAT BAD REASON")  

" There are hundreds of languages in the world, but a smile speaks them all. Keep 
smiling."  

Wishing U all best of luck!!! May all of us have  a gr8 career ahead! 
Bye,  

 
With Regards   

Rajesh Rudraraju,  
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